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OLIVIA HASSETT
Dear Olivia,
When I saw Morphing III, it immediately made me think of a heraldic banner. Heraldry is at
once rigid and rule-bound yet bizarre and eccentric. Each medieval knight, invisible in their
armour, would have their own design for identification purposes. I imagine there was a lot of
eyeing each other up in puzzlement under those helmets, unable to
remember whether three purple, rampant badgers on a yellow
chevron denoted friend or foe.
In the eighties, my father had the rare opportunity of being able to
create our family crest. There were no other Moors in the Republic
at that time. The cost of research was prohibitive and sadly he never
did it in the end, which was a disappointment to me then, though
now I’d only be into the idea if it could be subverted in some way.
The rules can be pretty strict I think, but there are some nutso
examples, such as the arms of the Várallyay István (right) from 1599—
from what I can make out, he was the master pig castrator of the
Transylvanian Prince. Presumably he did something to displease his
Royal Highness. Such heraldic statements are called abatements.
A microscopic image of one’s own body would I think be a fitting
basis for a ‘charge’—the shield image—in a fractal; micro/macro; thepart-is-the-whole sense. Your micro-images are, in a way, between
abstract and representational and charges can be either.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
Your description of the piece in RUA RED likening it to a heraldic flag took me by surprise.
The static, rule bound nature of heraldry, who’s function is to regularly group individuals in
an us and them binary, antagonistic fashion seemed so far removed from the arena and aims of
my work. I will say though I really enjoyed reading up about all the dos and don’ts, the
specific placement of certain elements in particular areas on a shield, the specific colours,
‘stains’ (rebatement of honour ) and their meanings, right down to the heraldic ‘attitudes’ of
the charges used; To dexter – facing viewers left, To sinister – facing right, Rampant – rearing
up, Nowed – tails knotted, to name but a few.
In relation to my practice on reflection I see commonalities between the antagonism upheld
and glorified through heraldry and the original framework of my practice, where the binary
tensions between the outside/ inside, male/ female, hard/ soft elements of the human body
were represented as a tension within the works. However over the past number of years I
have realigned my thinking to see these binaries, as limiting, allowing little room to represent
the breath of diversity that exists.

In general when I think about notions of heraldry and flag development I’m primarily drawn
to grand thoughts about boundaries and the contentious issues surrounding the drawing of
invisible lines between peoples and through landscapes. On a much more generic human scale
my practice grapples with the concept of human skin as a boundary that portrays a public
representation of a human being, while also covering and protecting the private internal body.
This boundary is of course always moving, changing and transforming as it fights off
pathogens, heals itself and adapts to survive.
Ironically elements of the body and its organs are regularly
incorporated into flag/shield designs. I would agree with and relish
your suggestion that a microscopic image, based on a real if
unrecognisable image of a micro element of the human body, would
be interesting and possibly subversive way to engage with notions of
heraldry and flag design. Furthermore it strikes me that canting arms
could also add to this process by representing a specific human cell/
organ in a visual pun or rebus.
Olivia
Hi Olivia,
I appreciate your identifying heraldry as antagonistic. This idea may be, by extension, true of
vexillology in general. By their act of identifying bounded ideas of belonging, they are by and
large exclusive. Even flags which ostensibly are all-encompassingly inclusive, such as the many
that have been created to represent Earth—I especially like Van Kirk’s World Peace Flag and
the Flag of Earth—are excluding our potential extraterrestrial brethren.

The Outer Space Treaty, which is the guiding document for a rather fuzzy idea of ‘Space
Law’—a kind of amalgam of existing guidelines on theoretical regulations for space
exploration states that “outer space, including the Moon and
other

celestial

bodies,

are

not

subject

to

national

appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or
occupation, or by any other means.”

This didn’t stop

planetary scientist Pascal Lee from designing a flag for
Mars as part of the Haughton Mars Project, a training
initiative of the Mars Institute—a project to train
astronauts in surviving Martian conditions. This has been
picked up by other similar programs, such as MA365.

The use of flags in this way could be seen to illustrate another, far less delimitative aspect of
their function: as a badge of pride and a marker of achievement.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
I recognise and welcome the intrinsic positive aspects of pride and achievement associated
with heraldry and vexillology. The planting of a flag in honour of a new discovery, feat of
human prowess or endurance is a perfect example of this. Of course it not only aligns the
victor to a particular group or nation but with the raising of a national flag comes the
onslaught of heightened emotions, excesses of camaraderie and a feeling that everyone in the
group is a winner.
The quote you took from The Outer Space Treaty is a
wonderful ideal to aspire to and I agree that no matter
how altruistic intentions might be humans will always see
and place themselves with different interest groups. Back
on Earth it’s understood that being part of a group is one
of the main underpinning facets of the human condition.
For better or worse groups offer a sense of belonging, a
support system, something to aspire to while at the same
time pitting different groups against each ‘other’ in a shifting tableau of who is ‘in’ this
month/ year and ‘out’ the next. In the main when I use words like antagonistic and pitting I
don’t really mean groups facing each other across the battle fields although I acknowledge that
this regularly is the case.
When we do fall into the perilous predicament of the ‘other’ group being associated with
danger and fear then we face the possible undoing of whole societies. Recent news articles lead
me to wonder if Russia is becoming the new ISIS, the next group/country we need to fear and
vilify? I’m not saying there is not a need to be concerned but are we going back to a Cold
War-like era, all be it in an age of the incredible yet vulnerable internet system? Who are we
supposed to fear this week, next month, next year? There is and will always be some other
group that will rally peoples together under a banner of fear.
Rather than focusing on the negatives associated with global territories and large groupings of
humans I would like to think that there is scope for an exploration of boundaries and the
representation of those boundaries at the point of the individual and where individuals or
small groupings of humans meet.
On a basic physiological level humans have an uneasy relationship with the body territory
and its boundaries, most of us prefer not to know what our internal bodies look like or how
things work, we are just happy that they do and fear the day when organs and our body
boundaries begin to break down. Feeling comfortable in one’s skin is a common phrase that
seems like a simple and achievable aim but isn’t regularly the case. I hark back to an ideal
notion of skin, the point at which an individual’s physical being and the world around it

meets, as a porous liminal threshold, which is continuously engulfing, expelling and reshaping
itself. Through this process multiple alternative views and ways of existing could be explored,
represented and by extension led to other ways of encountering an ‘other’ person or
community groups in a more pluralistic and interesting way.
Olivia
Dear Olivia,
Skin, a human’s liminal border—physically at least—with the rest of existence is a fascinating
arena. Filled with statements, both genetically preordained and deeply personal. Have you
heard of the artist Olivier Goulet? Not sure if he’s
practising any more. Wouldn’t be a huge fan, but he did
produce some works which use (faux) skin in a thoughtprovoking way, like creating a skin burka. He also did a
series called SkinFlags, which highlights the human cost
in the manifestation of sovereign power, where borders
can be more disruptive than protective. There could be
few better times in history to consider this particular
conundrum.
Speaking of which, one anti-Trump artistic protest—among the many—that caught my eye
was one from Annette Lemieux. Just after the election, she requested that her sculpture Left
Right Left Right, be turned upside down. It was on show at the Whitney at the time. Flying
flags upside down is a potent form of protest, though only in some countries, for obvious

reasons. It’s illegal in many American states and the country has a strict flag code.
Then of course, there’s half-mast. London had a great programme in 2007, getting well-known
artists to create flags for the Jubilee Flagpole on the Southbank. It was created for the Festival
of Britain in 1951. First was Yinka Shonibare, with his White Flag at Half Mast, then Tracey
Emin—who has often used the Union Jack in her work with One Secret Is To Save Everything
(both above). Image not great - there are sperm in the background. As she put it:
“I once went to an art fair in Berlin. I was wearing a black skirt with white stars on, black shoes
with lime-green socks and a yellow-and-red striped cashmere jumper. A gallerist said to me, ‘I guess,
Tracey, today you are wearing your own flag?’ It would be brilliant if we were our own flags. My
father is Turkish Cypriot and speaks fluent Greek. My mum is English from the east of London. I
can make a flag very easily out of all of these components but instead I have made a flag from
wishful thinking.” (Guardian)
Best, Davey

Hi Davey,
In response to your question I have not come across Olivier Goulet in my google travels—
from what I have seen I wouldn’t be a huge fan either. Work that deals with issues relating to
the human body, skin and it’s byproducts is always going to be challenging and frequently
repulsive.
I think Teresa Margolles does this exact thing but in a unique way. I first encountered her
work Llaves de la Ciudad in the 2011 Dublin Contemporary during the final week of the
exhibition. The room was empty except for the remains of a
performance and an audience activated bubble machine that
released bubbles created from water used to wash corpses preautopsy in Mexico City’s morgue. Such a heavy subject
represented by a light ethereal medium, potent work.
She also created a really powerful flag piece, which hung outside
the Mexican Pavilion during the 2009 Venice Biannale. The
home-made flag was flown beside the official EU and Venice city
flags. Margolles had impregnated the material with blood and
dirt from numerous execution sites used by the drug cartels in
northern Mexico.
Finally I would like to talk about one of the pieces she exhibited
in 2004 at Frankfurt’s Museum fur Moderne Kunst. Entitled
Papeles, Margolles ran sheets of paper through the water used to
wash corpses post-autopsy. Each page represents a unique
abstract portrait, or if you want to stretch it a bit, they are like
individual flags, representing or memorialising a human territory
that had been violated. This brings me back to our ongoing chat
about the notion of having a unique (biologically derived) flag to represent a human being.
Olivia

Olivia Hassett _ Morphing III
mixed media
2016

ALEX de ROECK
Hi Alex,
What interests me about your work in regard to matters vexillological, is that while it
doesn’t contain overt political or national subplots, it is preoccupied with the symbols and
signs of a new variety of state—that born of capitalism and their brands, whose imagery causes
more kitsch nostalgia for some than patriotism might rouse in them. Our hopes and dreams—
which before might have lived under the banner of constitutional ideals—have been in the last
fifty years co-opted by multinationals who strive to scientifically engineer warm fuzzy
feelings.
Another thing that occurs to me is that
the traditional idea of a flag, as a tidy,
geometric, pared-down symbol is perhaps
anathema to you?

Your work, while

following distinct lines of intellectual
enquiry is born in (very) freeform. I’ll
leave you with the attached guide, Good
Flag, Bad Flag, which you might find
amusing.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
Some of the images that struck me upon my research was the images of people wrapping
themselves in flags, some pompous and overbearingly, carrying the weight of a nation on
them, and others representing a nation unwillingly by the projection of others. Some
examples were Conor McGregor during his fights
displaying an overtly pompous and egocentric nationalism,
coating himself in the Irish flag, adding an element of
theatre and barbarianism to the event In another, a
vulnerable baby curled up on an American flag draped
over a chair in a photography studio, adding another level
of theatre, but in a perverse manner removing the baby
completely and displaying the parents views in the
foreground. (both recalling Bertolt Breacht’s alienation
effect)
Interestingly enough, when I googled people wrapped in flags the first 100 images or so all use
people interacting with the American flag which I find extremely potent and fucked up
considering their self proclaimed importance to the rest of the world in the media etc.
Degradation in flags normally means a type of vandalism and debauchery, but if a dog ruins it
does it still hold the same level of disrespect? Weird thought, but I think this could really be
the driving force for the sculpture.

I think these elements will expand and mutate into a
sculpture that is read as a tableaux or 3 dimensional image.
I would like to incorporate elements of a customised Irish
flag possibly in relation to a dog, (maybe a dog bed),
emphasising a detachment from nationalism by using a dog
rather than a human & how the flag can be subverted into
a narrative context rather than a didactic statement.
Alex
Hi Alex,
It says a lot about Google’s algorithms that ‘flag’ more-or-less means ‘Stars & Stripes’ on its
search engine. As an experiment I searched ‘flag’ & ‘флаг’ on Yandex and ‘旗’on Baidu,
Russia and China’s most used search engines respectively, with interesting results:

• Yandex with ‘flag’ featured no Russian national flags on the first page of eighteen images. It
gives a pretty varied mix, with one Stars & Stripes.
• Yandex with‘флаг’ featured nine Russian national flags and one variation of the Stars &
Stripes with a swastika replacing the stars.
• Baidu gave ten Chinese national flags (and some further variations on an older Russian
hammer & sickle theme). No Stars & Stripes, but two Union Flags.
It’s interesting that you identify national flags as being didactic. Have you been reading Good
Flag, Bad Flag?! I think, to the patriotic, they are potent and immediate emotional triggers.
The symbolism of many flags is obscure, despite sometimes seeming pretty self-evident, like
for example the French tricolore: the national ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity only
being a recent pairing for blue, white and red, (though both originate from the eighteenth
century).

Do you know the artist Jim Shaw? You would like his work I think. He creates allegorical
works which meld and pastiche both classicism and mass culture. He sometimes paints on old

film and theatre backdrops. Two really impressive examples of these are St George and the
Dragon and Untitled (US Presidents) which both feature the Stars & Stripes. The former is
incredibly layered. The Genghis Khan figure on horseback is John Wayne, from the Howard
Hughes (that’s him at top right) produced film The Conqueror. They shot that in St George,
Utah and nearly half the cast and crew developed cancer due, some say, as a result of being
next to a nuclear test site. The flag raising Iwo Jima soldiers are overlaid.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
Yeah, I think I meant distinct and direct in their
formal qualities rather than didactic in their message.
Yeah, I’ve read Good Flag, Bad Flag a couple of times
now and continue to feel more attracted to the busy
overly designed flags for their pictorial qualities. I
particularly like the last section where I get to choose
which is good and bad.
Yeah, Jim Shaw’s work is fantastic. I like the satirical
Americana it holds, reminds me in some senses of the
sculptures by Cady Nolan, the American artist who
always has elements of the American flag in her work,
interacting with steel sculptural figures and objects. I
think she really reveals the darker sides to American
culture and the paraphernalia it produces on a daily basis.
I’ve began googling a multitude of things in relation to flags like graves, cats, dogs, porn with
flags and 90% of the results are USA, lol.
Alex
Hi Alex,
Yeah, Cady Noland—pre-eminent artistic flag-waver of the eighties and nineties. I think The
American Trip probably says it best, with the Jolly Roger cohabiting so fittingly. I always get
a bit sad thinking about Noland though. She hasn’t—as far as I
know—made any work this century, being so overtaken with
policing the visual and contextual chastity of her canon and
having disavowed several of her works on questionable grounds.
I wasn’t familiar with Brecht’s alienation effect. Certainly seems
improv troupes have a lot to be thankful for.
I’ll leave you with an hilarious image I (somehow) found, which
—so idiotic as it is—doubles as an unintentionally wry comment
on the post-truth times we live in. It was on a right-wing site (whose manifesto included a vow
to ‘aggressively counteract’ those who ‘do good’) and even there drew incredulity.
Best, Davey

Davey,
Yeah, that is certainly an interesting juxtaposition of symbols,
lol, quite potent indeed, almost Breachtian in some senses, by
really looking to stir up a social critical response from the left, but
using a basis of lies and shock tactics. Makes me sad that
unfortunately that’s reality, the right wing troll movement is
starting to gain quite the following online recently too. Like this
Obama one..
Strangely reminds of a song the artist ANOHNI released last year
called Obama, in which she calls him out on not living up to a lot
of the promises he made, but approaching it from a very
monstrous angle, not right nor left, very blunt music.
Found this, got me thinking quiet a bit, as I know it’s probably
pro-America, but on reflection found its qualities very subversive,
almost metaphorical on America’s impact right now; a giant
comet circulating like a threat, about to hit any moment. Both
glorifying and degrading the flag’s message, and in some senses
bastardised into the shape of a ball.
Alex

Alex de Roeck
bad idea 7 (it's lit)
foam, spray paint , varnish,
custom flag, metal , cable ties,
lighter, 2017

ZOE SHEEHY
Dear Zoe,
As you commented on at our last meeting, the exhibition will certainly deal with
materiality, and—I hope—a whole lot more. The flag can be a vehicle while not necessarily the
journey. Most artists in the show have used vexillological instruments as a support for varied
personal narratives ideas...there will be much to explore.
In a way, perhaps all artworks are flags, of sorts. What do you think?
I meant to say to you last week that visually your flag piece reminds
me of John Latham’s Soft Skoob works. Most of his works from the
sixties on incorporated books (skoob backwards). Here is a picture of
the piece at Rosc ‘67, with himself below. He was fired from St
Martin’s for transforming—with his students—Greenberg’s book Art
& Culture into an artwork by masticating, regurgitating and bottling
it. Mad.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
I do agree that all artworks could be flags – a monument of what the artist wants to express:
their ideas/feelings or their process. A flag I suppose, on its very basic level, is used to
communicate something and itself needs a context and particular place to be understood,
which is very like an artwork. I like how flags are basically pared-back symbols, and simple
representations of things that could be something very large or very small.
I think it’s interesting how flags have been used in exploration to mark the end of a journey...
The first thing I really remember about flags was learning about the Moon landing and how
the American flag was put on the Moon (I always thought that was such a mad thing to do) ...
it’s such a weird concept when you really think about it, yet this was how they symbolised
the end of this massive venture – putting up this flag and how it had a sense of ownership and
authority to it... There’s such a human quality to needing a kind of symbol (and ritual) of
finishing something and to leave a mark (even how out of place it is).
And I think this lends itself to this idea of all art works being flags – that the finished piece is
the marker of the end point of the art process for the artist, that is put up and displayed – the
artist leaving their mark.
I think the height of flags are very interesting – like certain heights
of masts demand such authority – especially with national flags and
how changing their height communicates different things, like a
flag half mast means a sign of respect etc. I think this lends itself in
a way to artwork, in how it is placed and where it is placed, or if a
work is large or small, it really effects the way the observer
interprets it.

Wow, I looked up John Latham – I really like his work. I quite
like his ideas around spray painting, and his whole process is very
interesting. I can’t believe he was actually fired for that! That is
mad. I like the above piece too and it reminds of an old style
tapestry the way it is displayed.
Made me think of Isabel Yellin’s work, which I really like...
looking at the bodily form among other forms through material.
Creating these massive tapestry/flag-like structures.
Speak Soon, Best, Zoe
Hi Zoe,
I really like that Latham piece Sleep, that you sent—hadn’t seen it before. It’s positioned to be
viewed in the round, which is important and rather topical here. As you say, height and
positioning is vital to reading, as is angle and orientation. That versatility is one thing that sets
them apart as artistic representation I guess, as fine art is more fixed in these terms. Usually.
Curators have certainly been known to push this boundary, sometimes to the chagrin of
artists.
You pin down the vexillological nature of artworks when you say they are destination
markers. It’s interesting you bought up lunar flags—I read an article about them last week. It
focuses on Apollo 11, the first landing. There were
questions at the time whether the US should use the
Stars & Stripes and not, say, the UN flag. America was
and is a signatory to the so-called Outer Space Treaty,
which prohibits claiming any part of space as
sovereign, so it was something they gave considerable
thought to. But having thrown down the gauntlet it
was inevitable they would mark it nationalistically. In
one way though, a flag is an odd choice I think, as
with a lack of atmosphere and not a breeze in sight, it losses its flag-ness a bit. Also,
hilariously, the flag they used was bought in Seers, though they won’t officially acknowledge
this.
I can see your affinity with Isabel Yellin’s work. They’re beautiful. Impressive use of material.
Shades of Sarah Lucas in there too.
Actually, the John Latham story made me remember another art school incident worthy of a
forehead slap. Gavin Turk, for his Royal College of Art grad show, exhibited one work, Cave,
a National Trust-like heritage plaque which read ‘Borough of Kensington Gavin Turk
Sculptor Worked Here 1989–91’. They failed him.
Best, Davey

Hi Davey,
Yes I really like how that Latham piece is positioned to be viewed too, I was reading a little
bit more on him, he actually says something interesting about spray painting and his spray
painting gun which he used for that series:
“Use of a paint-spraying device enables a unit Least Mark, (quantum of a mark) to serve as a
representational accretive historical process. This has opened up several new approaches to form.”
Which I think kind of ties into the markering element of an art piece, especially how he uses
his ‘time/operator’ stamp to record the precise time and date he finished the pieces from his
One Second drawing series. Very interesting artist!
It’s quite funny how we view art objects – it’s quite similar to how we view other people – big
objects up high are kind of like tall, large intimidating people. I wonder why this is...
That’s an excellent photograph! Very funny that they got it from
Sears, apparently the Lunar Flag has turned completely white now. I
also read somewhere that the flag actually completely disintegrated
from the flames of the Apollo taking off from the Moon, which
would be pretty funny also. I do find the American flag to be very
domineering, more so than most – but maybe this is by association.
This lunar flag talk reminded me of Robert Rauschenberg, who has
such a broad range of work, but I quite like the forms of his softer
pieces, like this. He references the Moon landing a lot in his work
and funnily contributed to the ‘Moon Museum’...a concept I love! I
think his work has a quite flag-like / monumental form to it as well.
Best, Zoe
Hi Zoe,
Rauschenberg is a fascinating character. Wouldn’t be the biggest fan, but admire his approach
to the quotidian. He was certainly prolific throughout most of his life, but I feel he did his
best stuff {such as the ‘combines’ Monogram, Canyon, Bed} earlier in his career, during the late
fifties. He was Jasper Johns’ partner around this time. I was wondering how long it would
take before Johns would pop up in the six conversations—difficult to avoid him on this topic!
I don’t want to dwell too much on his flag series
in general, but it links to your info on the lunar
flags. His was a stripping back of meaning, by
visually holding up and amplifying the brashness
of modern iconography. [As an aside: it is
amazing this emptiness can co-exist with the
quality of domination which you rightly observe.]
However, I think his White Flag is different. By
realising the colour was unnecessary, it becomes and even more poignant torch to banality
and unmeaning. I hadn’t heard about the moon flags becoming bleached and ragged—it’s a

beautiful idea to the temporarily of humankind. Both hint at
a void of sorts. A third white flag story was the replacing of
American flags with white versions (very like Johns’ and the
moon flags) on the Brooklyn bridge by the German duo
Wermke / Leinkauf in 2014. They site neither as an influence
however and explain that their flags are like shrouds for the
father and son, John and Washington Roebling, who built the
bridge and also—less convincingly—as a celebration of "the beauty of public space". Perhaps
I’m too cynical...
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
With Rauschenberg, I too particularly like Bed, there is a very flag like/monumental quality
to that piece as well I think.
Jasper Johns definitely captures the American flag’s dominance, and authority in his work –
reminds me of how this came up in our very first flag talk about how people get very angry
about putting the US flag on/near the ground in the States, it’s actually in the American Flag
Code – people actually have to abide by these rules. It’s quite interesting the amount ritual /
fear that still is attached to flags.
I prefer the white flag also, the white to me shows a passing of time and fading like the lunar
flags, and there really is a ghostliness to this piece, like you said, an unmeaning – or a feeling
of premonition, of an unpower or of an unlasting as a whole - like the flags on the moon – it’s
quite similar really.
I had actually come across those pieces recently, it’s funny you should bring them up! There
definitely is a connection with Johns’ work – being all white and the making process and
materials being important – being handmade. By replacing a flag of colour to one of white
definitely hints at something of loss, or no more ... and it’s hard to deny there being a lack of a
statement when it is the US flag. Interestingly, they
mention how they followed the American Flag Code,
by folding the original flags in the ceremonial way.
Also from this conversation I thought of Christo and
Jean Claude’s work of large scale interceptions, that
look like huge sails, and flag-like structures. I also think
their wrapping of huge monuments quite fitting.
Best, Zoe
Hi Zoe,
Yeah, the American Flag Code is very particular. As a contrast, Britain has no official
national flag, statutorily at least. The Union Flag (or Jack) is the national flag by custom
rather than law.

I’ve found another interesting white flag fact: the French national flag was a plain white
rectangle from 1814 to 1830, after Napoleon’s fall. This period was the Bourbon Restoration.
It was the standard of the royal House of Bourbon. Also, Afghanistan in the mid nineties.
I really love The Gates by Christo & Jeanne-Claude and it’s a lovely visual to end on, as its Far
Eastern connotations bring us back to where modern flags were born.
The conversation has been a really wonderful experience. ‘ I’ll leave you with a quote from
Arthur C Clarke, which I think you’ll find pertinent with regards to the Moon flags:
‘There is hopeful symbolism in the fact that flags do not wave in a vacuum.’
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
I too find it interesting about the custom rather than law – a flag being important by law
seems quite fear-mongering really, and overly authoritative. It’s so alien to me how these
materials can have so much worth. There is so much tension the ideas around custom and law
– and what customs should become law.
Zoe

Zoe Sheehy _ Untitled
calico, paint, found tiles & glass
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DAVID LUNNEY
Hi David
When we spoke in your studio, I mentioned that I fancifully imagined your countryside
sculptures as waymarkers, albeit of the unhelpful, puzzling variety. I certainly think if you
were to find one of the vandalised ones, it
might make you feel a little more lost and
alone. Of course, in a process sense, they
are waymarkers of sorts to you. You have
written—and

you’ll

excuse

my

paraphrasing—that they are created less for
their ‘inherent value’ than what they lead to. The commission you recently received from the
architect remodelling a Wicklow scout den is surely no coincidence!
Best, Davey
Hey Davey,
I’ve been thinking quite a bit about flags and how my work relates to them formally and
conceptually. I decided that a useful place to start would be to come up with a personal
definition of what a flag is.
A flag is...
…a rectilinear panel, containing symbols, images and abstract colour fields.
…indicative of a place or concept.
…made partially or wholly of textiles.
…is attached to a string or pole in order to maximize its visibility.
You mention in your email about how my works could function (or not function) as
waymarkers. I really would love to know how someone
out in the woods would process one of these sculptures. I
suppose

every

person

would

have

their

own

interpretation/reaction. I think though that a lot of
people, after an initial inspection, would get their
bearings and recall how they had reached the spot in
question. In this sense the sculptures would heighten the
spatial awareness of the viewer. I suppose still more people would photograph it with their
phones.
You mention as well the viewer accidentally happening upon one of the sculptures when
vandalized. I think seeing one of the sculptures destroyed instead of whole would be much
like seeing a dead deer rather than a live one.
Side note: When I was a teenager I went camping with friends. We had pitched our tents in
failing light and had a great night of beer drinking fun. In the morning we woke early and
found bits of deer which had been hacked and pulled apart in the vicinity of our tents. We

surmised (and later heard corroboration) that in Glencree, satanists meet up and get up to
some rather x-rated stuff...
In bringing my sculptures and devices into the mountains, I’m always trying to evoke a sense
of place. This is a very important part of my work for me. Therefore, this is a function of
flags which I definitely want to retain in my works for this exhibition.
When you see the Canadian flag, you know it refers to Canada because you have seen it
before and have been told at an early age what Canada is. Flags can be very evocative of a
place, what for example could be more quintessentially British than The Union Jack? When
the audience see my flags in the exhibition they will not have any foreknowledge. I will have
to use other means to convey a strong sense of place whilst retaining the essentially flagginess
of the works.
D
Dear David,
Thank you for indulging my natural urge to point out a (different) man on the moon.
As you say, they definitely demonstrate a strong sense of place, despite their geometric lines
and often man-made materials. I certainly wouldn’t want to overcook the waymark analogy.
In fact, it’s the almost mischievous failure of these objects to point a ‘way’ which makes them
so appealing. Your sidenote on the drunken camping trip got me thinking...

Your artworks are, typically, presented in exhibition with the express reference to another
(remote) place, usually rural. In this way they are potently bi-locational: landscapes in the art
gallery / artworks in the landscape. Not mere representations of this other, undisclosed
location—they are presented in the grammar of the project: mysterious, crosshatched twine
frames, suggesting a wider visual language which includes waymarks, but also suggests the
arcane symbolism of the occult, particularly the wicker variety.
This reminds one of a primary use for a flag or marker: as a
sign that someone was there; you were in those forests and
on those hills. The esoteric nature of your placed objects to
those who stumble upon them in the wild does not detract
from their memorial function.
It’s interesting that you note the quintessentially British
nature of the Union Flag. Undoubtedly true, though not

without an interesting history. Created as a marriage of England’s St George’s and Scotland’s
St Andrew’s crosses in 1606 by James I, in 1801, after the Act of Union, St Patrick’s cross was
(rather elegantly) added to represent Ireland, and there it
somewhat awkwardly remains. I imagine this causes
much chagrin to the unrepresented Welsh. The Irish
tricolour—symbolically if not visually beautiful—bears
some similarities to this, with its orange of King
William III. It is said to have been brought to Ireland
from

a

revolutionary

France

by

the

rather

extraordinary Thomas Francis Meagher (pictured), in
1848.
Regards, Davey
Hello Davey,
In your previous mail you suggest that these frames suggest an arcane symbolism of the
occult, particularly the wicker variety. To me it is always interesting the ways that people
interpret the frames. To me they are a process-based exploration of a variety of materials
working towards mostly practical aesthetic goals. When people mention the occult,
ethnography or some other presumed influence I always think it odd but, of course, I’m not
so naive as to think that I’m some ‘empty vessel’ purely pursuing some abstract aesthetic goal.
I suppose the story about the Irish flag is relevant here. I knew about half of what you wrote
above. I always thought that the orange was for William III and the green was Irish and that
the white in between symbolized peace between the two halves (though frankly there was
little of that until late 20th century). Once you mention its origin and the similarity to the
French tricolor it’s hard to imagine that the peace metaphor wasn’t tacked on after the initial
design had been conceived. When confronted with abstract visual information we seem to
have both literal and visceral reactions to it; with a Rothko as with our nation’s flag.
D
Heya David,
I do agree that flags can be
a bit like mis-heard song
lyrics at times, though in
this case the peace between
the

green

nationalism
Orange
indeed

of

Irish

and

the

Institution

was
the

contemporaneous intent I
believe. As we’re still on
William, it’s surely worth

noting the strong banner tradition in the Orange Order.

This comes from the British

marching tradition, where banners were employed as decorative and didactic augmentation.
There is often a beauty to these which shines through the formulaic, regimented design
conventions.
I don’t know if you saw Charles Tyrrell’s
recent show, the rather Frostian Two
Paths, at Taylor Galleries, or if you’re a
fan? It was rather masterly. His wooden
works—which is a continuation-of-sorts
of a series from the early eighties—
reminded me of your outdoor sculptures
in the context of my earlier waymarker
analogy.
I’ve been looking a good deal of artists
that have utilised vexillological symbolism in their practices. This is generally confined to
single works, but a couple of artists who riff on it are worth mentioning:
David Alexander Flinn
has used a great deal of
flag

imagery,

mostly

through rigid materials
such as steel. There’s a
real sense of loss in his
work,
seems

which
to

deal

often
with

childhood memory. They seem like misplaced remnants, stripped bare, rather than live,
charged incitements, as flags often are.
Another,
artist,

more
Rodrigo

politically

motivated

Valenzuela

created

beautiful flags for his Prole (as in
proletariat) series. Info is scant, but the
flags seem to incorporate abstracted
elements from the banners of workers’
unions.
Best, Davey
Hello Davey,
I’ve just been looking into William’s flags and heraldry a little
further, there’s an abundance of slightly boring info online.
William’s blazes, ensigns, flags etc are all very complex and giltedged; looking at these compared to some more recently

conceived flags makes me think there is probably a thesis to be
written on ‘the effect of The Enlightenment and Modernism
on flag design’.
Has humanity’s approach to flag design stopped evolving?
Could a post-modernist approach determine the design of yetto-be-conceived nation states? If California, Washington and
Oregon were to break away from the US in 2026 and form
their own more liberally minded union; would their flag
conform to principles of design set down in 19th century?
Those works by Charles Tyrrell are very nice, I’d not seen the
show. I know and like his paintings. I like the ones by Rodrigo
a lot too. Two of my favourite pieces I’ve come across in my
research are House of Prince by Tal R and Minnesota Road Atlas
XL by Kathy Prendergast. I like the subtle use of cartographic
norms to suggest and inform the alterations.
Yours, D

David Lunney _ Things twice: w/ screw & Things twice w/o screw
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CONOR MARY FOY
Hey Davey
Here are a few images of the giant 3x9’ flag which was
called wormwood in Rua Red and invictus in Kevin
Kavanagh for Adiaphora. I think it looks good in Kevin’s
but it’s not really at it’s full potential like it was in Rua Red
where it was incredibly imposing.
I did a piece for an event called Hot on the heels of love, with
Pádraic Moore as part of the What we mean by love show in
IMMA. It was like a giant table with a flag draped over it.
The table was about 6-7 foot high. It was kind of meant to
be a giant and menacing club table with insignia on it, the
kind that you’d often see in Freemason halls etc, but on a
much larger scale. The image is a kind of a triskelion Isle of
Man-style thing but with horse’s legs and hooves, it was
called T.A.P.S.E., which stands for “the ancient and
passionate society of equists” a kind of occult society.
All the best, Conor
They’re great, thanks Conor.
Yes, the big one is
certainly imposing.
I like the triskelion from
IMMA a lot. The flag of
Ingushetia—a

neighbour

of Chechnya—is another
interesting

triskelic

design.
Really like to know more
about T.A.P.S.E. if you would indulge me?!
Think you’ll find this interesting also: an Odd Fellows initiatory degree banner (1880s).
Talk soon, D
Davey,
Wow, really love that banner. Very sinister, I assume from the title it was used by some kind
of fraternal order? I have a huge interest in those kind of orders, as well as the hazing and
rituals that come hand in hand with them. For a long time I intended to have wooden
fraternal ‘paddles’ made that are used in the spanking/paddling ceremonies, but with arcane
imagery related to my artwork.
Here is some of the text which was used for T.A.P.S.E for Hot on the heels of love which
explains everything: “Horse ripping is defined as the clandestine mutilation of horses, usually

occurring nocturnally under mysterious circumstances. There is a long history of this crime
being observed and written about...connected to an underground and ancient fertility cult.
[P]olice have found occult looking symbols made from sticks near crime scenes, as well as
horses often having barbed wire plaited, seemingly ritualistically, into their manes.
As a topic, it seems to resonate and haunt for several reasons, the long-time closeness of
humans and horses and their vulnerability, the sheer cruelty, the lack of knowledge of the
motivation behind such acts, as well as the possibility of these crimes emitting from and being
committed by an underground and long standing fertility cult or religion with their own
internal culture and traditions which has survived beside mainstream culture.
Inspired by this as well as the tropes of folk horror, this piece imagines a flag draped altar for
the club house of a secret society of Horse Rippers.”
Dark, I know!
Dear Conor,
Yes, very dark. Very cruel and gruesome. I assume horse ripping has been documented in
Ireland too? Never heard of it before.
As we touched on in conversation, it’s rarely a simple matter of what with flags, but also
where and how, and amplified beyond the usual parameters of artworks in an exhibition
format.
Yes, the flag I sent is of a fraternal order, The Independent Order of Odd Fellows, a
wonderful name. This was the American branch of the Oddfellows, which originated in
England in the 1730s. Other great fraternal society names: Woodmen of the World, Sons of
Hermann, Improved Order of Red Men, The
Rebekahs, Knights of Pythias, and The Order of the
Patrons of Husbandry.
I love the way such societies use macabre imagery to
frighten (new?) members, and am a big fan of how
you have riffed on this in your practice. Of course,
it’s worth remembering that these societies were
intrinsically benevolent ones!
Here’s Grayson Perry’s Death of a Working Hero
tapestry, which we were talking about recently.
Working men’s banners, which this is of course
inspired by are an interesting dichotomy of
manliness and craft.
Best, Davey
Hey Davey,
One of the things that I find interesting about a lot of these fraternal orders and societies is
that in some senses the people that make them up are meant to be elite members of society,
yet there is somehow an implication that what they do and take part in in these groups or

societies somehow transcend morality. For example the
skull and bones society in Yale had the skull of the
Indian chief Geronimo and it was present at every
meeting. I broached on the topic of this with the title of
my show in Kevin’s Adiaphora—indifferent things—this
is a concept in theology relating to things which are
outside moral remit or on which there has been no rule
of law on, so for example a behaviour which seems immoral but there are no rules written on
whether it is allowed or not. This inspired me to think about fictional and real groups who
believe they operate outside everyday morality.
The Hellfire club was another decadent and secret society who consisted of upstanding lords
and members of society. Their meetings were immoral and decadent and transgressed the
morals of the time. From the table seat which was kept empty for the devil, to the murdering
of a dwarf waiter during a particularly riotous session. Incidentally, this was originally
thought to be a rumour until an excavation at the site in the 20th century revealed a dwarf’s
skeleton. This is another case of a secret elite society who view themselves as living outside of
the moral law of the rest of society.
Interesting fact about Skull and Bones I forgot until reminded by an article just now: they
measure their time and keep their clocks five minutes faster than the rest of the world. The
time we use is called "barbarian time" to them. I guess the implication is that the rest of the
world are the "barbarians" and they are the elite.
I find the trappings of some of these fraternal orders and
societies fascinating. Like the hazing paddles which are
used during entry ceremonies to college fraternities. I
have been planning a series of pieces of work with frat
style paddles with ritualised images on them, displayed
almost like the stations of the cross.
Again, as I mentioned, I’d be very interested in doing a
kind of hanging ‘standard’ or heraldic style flags hanging
from the roof, there are some great examples of this type
of stuff in family booths in St Patrick’s cathedral. I love
the idea of flags as a piece of information trying to impart
some kind of knowledge or represent some kind of
memory or parable. They’re so in-between object and image, and craft and artwork.
Also, check this out, I’ve been interested in this and the society that performs it for ages:
The Bohmeian club at Bohemian grove: some of the most powerful and wealthy men in the
world are members. It is a week long retreat that ends with a large ceremony called the
"cremation of care", in which the members take part in elaborate plays that in some ways
remind me of Roman mystery cults. They do this under a giant statue of an owl called

"Moloch". Moloch was the ancient god of Carthage to whom they sacrificed thousands of
children a year.
Talk very soon!
Hi Conor,
That’s funny you should send a picture of the cathedral banners, as I was admiring banners
of the Illustrious Order of St Patrick—the same ones, more or less—in the Great Hall in
Dublin Castle recently. The order was basically, I think, an
old boys club for Anglo-Irish (or just plain Anglo) toffs, like
that of the Garter in England. The order’s cross—a red saltire
(X) over a field of white—represents Ireland on Britain’s
Union Flag.

The order’s Officer of Arms (chief heraldic

authority), Arthur Vicars, was found guilty in 1908 of stealing
what was know as the ‘Irish Crown Jewels’—which he was in charge of protecting—and lived
out the rest of his life as a recluse in Kilmorna Castle, Kerry, until he was dragged out and
shot by the IRA in 1921.
I had been thinking that secret
society banners, when compared
with heraldry, have an enviable
freedom
imagery,

when

it

comes

ornamentation

to
and

design, but the more I look at
them,

there

are

clearly

discernible motifs throughout the
type. I guess there is more of a poetic licence though. These commonalities also encompass
the organisations of the Western Mystery Tradition. Two examples have already appeared,
the Odd Fellows banner and your group of Skull & Bones members. Also for consideration:

The Cremation of Care ceremony is bonkers. Less a Wicker Man-like sacrificial cult, than a
harmless pseudo-pagan piss-up in the woods for Ivy Leaguers?
traditionally a bovine, rather than an owl!

I note that Moloch is

Conor Mary Foy _ Triumph Club Bunting (detail)
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NEIL CARROLL
Dear Neil,
When we first spoke a few months ago about this idea, I
was telling you about the type of proto-flags which I had
seen referred to as vexilloids. These banners—typically
the mark of a ruler and comprising a staff with emblem
atop—were employed before the widespread use of silk.
They were made from wood and/or metal and further
ornamented with bones, tails, skin, horns and hair. An
example of these are Mongolian tugs.
The tugs here are planted, but they were also customarily carried into battle. The use of
manes is tied to the Mongol’s close relationship with horses (good, bad & ugly – they were
said to have drunk the blood of their own steeds when necessary). The horse hair on the tugs
would act as a conduit for the elemental power of the wind as they rode into combat. If slain,
the tug might be placed in the ground as a repository for their soul.

On a somewhat different note, below are images from two artists who have featured
American flags in their work in a fascinating way. Both are foreigners: Frank—who you
might be familiar with—a Swiss who travelled across the US for two years in the mid-fifties on
a Guggenheim Fellowship, turning the 28,000 negatives he took into the 83 shot The
Americans. Frank was a kind of lo-def bridge in American art documentary photography
between the pictorial formalism of Evans and Lange and the off-kilter visuals of Friedlander,
Winogrand and the ‘New Topographers’.
Although she had lived in America for a number of years before starting her Projects in 1997,
the South Korean Nikki S. Lee was another outlander. In Projects (Ohio & Swingers ones
here), she assimilated herself into a variety of disparate subcultures and had bystanders
photograph her on a regular compact camera. It’s difficult to untangle both the Stars &
Stripes and the confederate flag from the pictorial identity of the United States—something I
feel these images bear testament to.
Kind regards, Davey

Dear Davey,
So, I’ve been thinking about flags and what they mean to me.
Starting from the top, thinking about flags of nations, the flags of Ireland and Great Britain
seem to carry a different meaning to me than the flag of the US, or many European flags.
Because of our history of civil war and because I grew up in the 80s, I always had a feeling that
the Irish flag was almost like a call to arms, or at least, a marking of a defiance and difference. I
thought much the same of the British flag and when I saw it, I did not feel welcome. I think it
said to me, ‘you are not us, so keep out’.
Yet, in the US, the sighting of a flag meant almost the opposite. It was a show of solidarity
and possibility. The ‘American Dream’ was contained in the image of the nation’s flag.
Of course, I was a kid and in the 80s America seemed like a golden ticket. But it makes me
think that flags can encapsulate the ‘mood’ of a populace. Our aspirations and those of our
ancestors are embedded within these pieces of cloth. It’s almost like the way, in prehistoric
times, the banner would be dipped in blood, soaked in that which signifies life. Memories,
thoughts and aspirations too, signify a life lived, though they do not have a direct physical
manifestation, but can only be symbolised in images such as flags.
I really liked the idea of the vexilloids, or ‘proto-flags’, that you sent me and the Mongolian
Tugs. It got me to thinking about flags as markers of territory, or boundaries, but also flags as
way-markers. I read recently how we humans are lost in this world and need to distinguish
places from one another in order to find our way. But this leads to a sense of home as a
centralised and specific place, as marked by territory, and everything else as being alien or
foreign. What if this binding could be undone so that territories mean less and the idea of
home, land and country could become more fluid?
It always amazes me how you can feel the difference in the appearance of everything once you
cross the border between the South and North of Ireland. You can almost pinpoint the
moment you cross this imaginary line, drawn and formed mostly in your head.
Best, Neil
Dear Neil,
It’s interesting to note your emotional response to particular national flags. You recently
completed a masters in Oxford; were your feelings about the Union Flag residual when you
went to live there?
It’s also interesting that you felt the Irish flag inspired a call to arms. As national flags go, it’s
particularly suggestive of peace (white), between the green of nationalism and the orange of
the oppressor. Also worth nothing that the union flag incorporates the cross of the order of
St Patrick, which represents Ireland, though naturally, in a decidedly more imperialist fashion
than our own. It’s notable how aspirations pinned on a flag can be so disparate; how the
solidarity and possibility of one beholder can find its counter so easily. The Stars and Stripes
is probably the most pertinent example.

Yes, you’re absolutely right about the change when you cross the (more-or-less) invisible
border-sadly to soon become unmissable again thanks to Brexit Britain’s isolationist turn. It’s
subtle, yet its effect can be powerful, almost like the ‘uncanny valley’ effect: when androids
can almost be mistaken for human, but the small, hard to pin-point differences unsettle. It’s
impressive when people can recognise landscape pictures by the peculiarities of terrain,
though style helps too, obviously!

It could be said that flags are generally exclusive, as opposed to inclusive. Walking under them
typically requires some sort of statement of membership. Rainbow flags are on the softer side
of this. When I researched the LGBT banner I discovered a wealth of affiliations to similar
designs, both past and present. It’s fair to say a common thread is one of inclusiveness and
unity. Rainbows just don’t scream bigotry.
I’ll leave you with the weird and wonderful world of Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park, just off
Route 66, in Foyil, Oklahoma in the US.

It

features the largest (only?) concrete totem pole in
the world, at ninety feet, though is a good bit
shorter than record topping authentic specimens.
He started the park after his retirement from
teaching woodcarving in 1937.

The imagery is

very idiosyncratic, with some really unusual
motifs, such as the owl sporting an Indian Chief
medallion.
Best, Davey
Hi Davey,
I definitely felt a residual emotional response to the Union flag when I set out to go to Oxford
to live. There is a post colonial hangover that follows me around and I know others that have
felt it too. Somehow, having the Union flag hanging way up there above the buildings
reminds me of the weight and power of the British crown and how we Irish shuffle around at
street level.
I had forgotten about the symbolism of the Irish flag (White symbolising peace between the
Green nationalists and Orange unionists), I think that objective symbolism can be generally
lost these days, giving way to subjective personal attachments and experiences associated with
objects. I agree that the LGBT rainbow flag is a powerful subjective symbol of inclusiveness
and unity. It does not delineate a territory or doctrine, but rather an aspiration to equality and
self-determinism. And though a rainbow can make us feel joyous, it symbolises a very

pertinent aspiration. It would be great to begin to sideline such symbols of patriarchal
domination and clan-like mentalities (Us and Them) that national flags and emblems
represent, for other symbols of respect and tolerance, such as the Rainbow flag.
In some ways, Ed Galloways Totem Pole Park, epitomises this aspiration. He’s just a person
doing his thing, like it or leave it. Maybe we could all take a leaf out of his book when he
wrote, “All my life I did the best I knew. I built these things by the side of the road to be a
friend to you.”
Best, Neil
Hi Neil,
Yeah, as you say, the objective symbolism of vexillological objects is often cloaked in the
mists of time, and if not quite forgotten, their denotations are frequently misunderstood.
Waymarking is something that has come up
several times in the conversations, including ours,
and it’s got me thinking about the many forms a
waymarker can take and how flags don’t have to
be fluttering pieces of cloth on a stick. One of the
most beautiful examples I can think of are
songlines. Have you heard of these? They are
instructive

routes

through

the

Australian

landscape in the form of verses passed down
orally

in

the

Aboriginal

tradition.

The

waymarkers are landmarks noted in the songs. They are in a sense flags which Aboriginal
Australians have carried within them.
As I mentioned to you, on a
recent trip to IMMA, I was
surprised

to observe

many

examples of flag and bannerlike objects on show. I think
this is more a case of the
Baader-Meinhof

phenomenon

(or ‘frequency illusion’) than
any

indication

of

a

vexillological trend in contemporary art practice. Flags
are such an integrated form of symbolism in most
societies that it is natural that artists are drawn to
them. Speaking of noticing flags – have started
watching the Star Wars films again. The scene from
before a ‘pod race’, right!

Your piece for the show makes me think of Isabel Yellin’s work, who
Zoe got me onto, though she’s approaching the aesthetic from a
whole different angle – very much inspired by (and critiquing, in
some ways I think, female complexes on) the human form.
I’ll leave you with one final idea – maybe Standard Exhibition should
have it’s own song or piece of music? After all, theme tunes are the
flags of the music realm...
Regards, Davey
Hi Davey,
In a way, much of what we are talking about with regard to flags seems to cross-over with
maps (the flag way-marks the territory while the map illustrates that territory).
Yes, I had heard of the songlines of the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. In fact, I remember
reading a great book by Bruce Chatwin called Songlines. These songlines always make me
think of internalised maps, or a means of navigating a land by having a spatial awareness of the
place held within your mind and body. But, these are not necessarily objective and literal
maps meant only for geographical awareness, but also to teach the bearer about the history of
a landscape and about the people that have travelled over its surface. I love the idea of this
type of knowledge and learning.
It reminds me of the work of Mark
Bradford, of whom I’m a big fan.
For me, Bradford’s works seem to
embody

the

environment

from

which they came and somehow
encapsulate the people who pass
through that environment. Here’s
an image that for me is like a
reassembled American Flag, seeming
to propose a reorganisation of the
political and social territory, land
and riches of the US.
In a way, I think that these types of
subjective mapping and territory delineation are more relevant these days. A flag is a symbol
of an aspiration and a map is
a diagram on which to inscribe ideas, nothing is fixed and everything is preliminary.
As for music, one of my favourites has to be the album ‘Pink Flag’ by Wire
All best to you, Neil
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